10 the famous "losers" and 3 young genius
Your attention is invited to the highest degree antipodagriceski article about what to be losers — not ashamed, but sometimes honorable. Proof ten
geniuses losers. Just don't show it to your teacher. And do not read dad's journal!

1. Winston Churchill
Opens our gallery of classic and case hardened. Varmint Winston, the eldest son of aristocratic parents, disliked the process of education from a
very young age. Not that he was hopelessly stupid: teachers regularly found him in some secluded corner with a book for his age. However, to
teach lessons, work in the classroom and in General in any way then try Churchill adamantly refused. Losers Winston later received the Nobel
prize for literature essay writing services.
"School has nothing to do with education, — wrote Churchill. If it is a control, where children receive the basic skills of a hostel"

2. Vladimir Mayakovsky
Soviet literary criticism, not to confuse the pioneers, suppressed the failure of Vladimir Putin or blamed it on the revolutionary fervor...

3. Sergei Korolev
Sergei Korolev, under whose leadership was created ballistic and geophysical rockets, the first satellites and spaceships "Vostok" and "Voskhod",
was round a C student.

4. Richard Branson
We decided that this list would be incomplete without some kind of financial genius. Multimillionaire Richard Branson, founder of Virgin Group and
the private space tourism is just for this part. The lessons, the future tycoon could not put two words together – lowed, desperately stuttered and
blushed every time he was summoned to the Board.

5. Isaac Newton
Isaac Newton studied the worst in the class until he beat buddy. After that, Newton decided to beat him in knowledge, and after a few months
became the first in the class.

6. Napoleon
Napoleon poorly studied in all subjects except math.

7. Ludwig van Beethoven
Ludwig van Beethoven wrote with errors, and division and multiplication have not mastered, as well as Alexandrium-father.

8. Albert Einstein
Albert Einstein — Creator of relativity, Nobel prize winner, studied very average. His parents admitted to friends that have no illusions about him
and I only hope that he will be able to get at least a simple job.

9. Alexander Pushkin
Alexander Pushkin is very poorly managed at school and cried on the lessons of arithmetic. After certification, at the ceremony he was the second
from the end.

10. Anton Chekhov
Yes, intelligent Russian writers also began, frankly, not so hot. Twice remained in the gymnasium for the second year...

High performance is not a guarantee for great achievements in the future. And sometimes even quite the contrary. Here's three examples of
prodigies, of which nothing came.

Nick Turbo
Ukrainian girl who began writing poetry four years. To nine years in Moscow, she released her first collection with a Foreword by Yevgeny
Yevtushenko. Then there was the main prize at the Venice film festival, a trip to Brodsky, performances on television. To 16 years of glory began

to fade. Nick never finished the literary Institute, and found work continuously treated for alcoholism. In 27 years ... the poet committed suicide.

Christopher Langan
The person with the highest IQ in the United States. In six months he began to speak, in four years he learned to read. The school was an honors
student who dropped out of high school, because he believed that he could "give their professors more than they him." However, a scientific career
did not. In 1999, the "smartest American" journalists dug up and made a big deal. However, it quickly subsided. Christopher still lives in the
province and works as a Forester.

William James SIDIS
A native of new York, was the son of Jewish emigrants from Ukraine. Some biographers believe that WJ. SIDIS is the most gifted person on the
planet. Judge for yourself: by the end of the first year of life William learned to write at age 4 in the original read Homer, in 6 years – studied
Aristotelian logic, 7 passed the examination in anatomy at Harvard medical school, to 8 years and has written 4 books and knew 8 languages and
in 16 years, Harvard has been finished with honors. But socially SIDIS was passive. Even at a young age he won't have sex, deciding to devote his
life to intellectual development. Throughout his life, SIDIS worked as a regular accountant, nothing standing out from the crowd, and once
discovered his genius, dismissed from work.

